PRASHANT WEST POINT
Direct Warper & Creel

The Cutting-edge Advantage

Indo-US
Joint Venture

GOOD WARPING IS HALF SIZING
Construction
Extremely sturdy and robust construction for
vibration free operation. Hydraulic actuators for
moving components. Specially designed drive belt
for longer life.

Perfect Yarn Build Up
Pre-set pressing force on press roll, in conjunction with
uniform thread tension ensures absolute cylindrical
yarn built up, uniform hardness and density of a warp
beam.

Quick and Efficient Braking
Highly efficient special type of pneumatic brakes
having 360° contact angle are used on beam for
instant stopping of machine.

Process Monitoring
Colour graphic touch screen display with user friendly
software to monitor length, stoppage, end breakage,
shift wise production etc.

Kick Back Press Roll
Innovative FRP press roll for very smooth and
uniform working. Press roll is equipped with special
brake which stops the press Roll very fast and it
retracts from the beam for a while to avoid the
rubbing or abrasion of the yarn.

Safety Provision
Safety Bar for operators protection and it is interlocked
with wind screen provision.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Type : Spindle Driven
Dia : 800 - 1400 mm

Width : 1600 - 2400 mm
Speed : upto 1100 mpm

Automatic Doffing
Hydraulically powered extremely smooth beam
insertion and extraction.

Automation and Control
The entire warping operation is monitored and controlled
by advanced electronics. Touch screen type colour graphic display
with user friendly software help setting and monitoring various parameters.

V creel
Structure
Sturdy structure arranged in 'V' configuration
having two wings with a thirty five degree
wing spread.
Electronic Stop Motion
In the event of a warp break, our high tech
non contact type system instantaneously
activates the yarn clamping device and there
by stops the warping machine immediately.
Each vertical package row has an indicator
light for quick locating of the broken end.
Integral Air Blowing Device
Individual lint blow off system is provided with each end.
Tension Bars
A two bar tension system is located between each stop motion post and package post. The mechanism activates
during start-stop and stand-still position, which compensates the yarn tension of the creel and prevent the snarling
at the time of stopping.
Yarn Cutter Device
Both creel wings are equipped with yarn cutting assembly. Once the yarn is cut, the reserve packages are ready to
be rotated into the active position.
Creel Changes
Each wing is independently rotated from pushbutton stations. Removing the depleted packages and creeling of a
new reserve lot may take place while the packages in the run position are being warped.

H creel
l
Quick and simple threading of yarn through two

pairs of discs and three guide eyelets.
l
Centrally controlled tensioners for entire creel

tension setting.
l
Positive spring loaded tensioning device for uniform

and constant tension.
l
Continuously rotating tensioner to avoid deposition

of fluff.
l
Integrated air blowing device (Optional)

Package dia : 230 / 270 / 305 mm
Vertical tier : 8 / 7 / 6
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We also offer Sizing Machine and Indigo Slasher / Rope Dyeing Equipments.

